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2024 110cc 4 STROKE PERFORMANCE DIRT BIKE GX110-PBC4567F2

  

Recommended Ages: 6+

110cc, single-cylinder, four-stroke, air cooled
6.7hp, semi-auto transmission
Kick start
Seat height: 27” (69cm)
Tires: 2.5-14” (f) / 3-12” (r)
Ground clearance: 13” (33cm)
Telescopic front forks
Front and rear hydraulic disc brakes
3.2L tank capacity

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 

$1,389.00
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Ask a question about this product 

Description The 110cc bike, with its robust four-stroke, single-cylinder, air-cooled engine, presents a perfect blend of power and efficiency for
riders looking for an exhilarating experience. Its engine delivers a solid 6.7 horsepower, making it capable of reaching speeds up to 65 km/h.
This power, combined with a semi-automatic transmission, allows for a seamless riding experience, offering the thrill of manual shifting without
the need for a traditional clutch.

Starting the bike is a breeze with its reliable kick start ignition, eliminating the complexity of electronic systems and ensuring that riders can get
going with minimal fuss. The design prioritizes comfort and accessibility, featuring a seat height of 690mm, which accommodates a wide range
of riders, allowing for optimal control and stability.

The bike is engineered with a keen focus on durability and performance. It is equipped with a high-quality 428# KMC chain and robust hydraulic
brakes on both the front and rear, ensuring superior stopping power and reliability. The alloy hubs, paired with a 14-inch front and 12-inch rear
tire setup, provide a stable ride, suitable for various terrains, while also enhancing the bike's overall agility and maneuverability.

Fuel efficiency is optimized with a 3.2-liter tank, ideal for long rides or extended adventures without frequent stops for refueling. The bike's
construction is solid yet lightweight, with a dry weight of 143 pounds, making it manageable for younger riders yet sturdy enough for all-around
use. Its compact dimensions (49 inches long, 15 inches wide, and 26 inches high) make it easy to store and transport, while the generous
ground clearance of 13 inches ensures it can handle off-road trails with ease. Overall, this bike is designed to deliver a reliable, enjoyable, and
versatile riding experience, whether you're navigating city streets or exploring rugged terrains.

  

This Gas Dirt Bike is shipped 90% assembled, some assembly is required. 

This Gas Dirt Bike requires but is not limited to:

  Basic understanding of Carburetor function. Example: Choke ON, Choke OFF
 Ability to Perform Oil Change and Check Oil
 Basic Small Engine Maintenance
 Battery Connection
 Wheel Assembly

Customers are encouraged to call prior to placing their orders for assembly-related questions.

  

(NVIS)

  Optional: A New Vehicle Information Statement (NVIS) is available for this vehicle. You may request the NVIS documents
following your purchase, subject to an administration fee of $80.

The NVIS paperwork is necessary for registering your bike with the province to obtain plates and insurance, particularly if you
plan to use provincial trails. If you do not intend to use these trails, this requirement does not apply.
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